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THE CLIMATE CHANGE HOAX!

When cities reach a certain critical size, heat output causes a local weather
inversion effectively creating a bubble over the city that prevents emissions
of noxious gases and particulate matter from escaping into the atmosphere.
Residents trapped in the bubble breath unhealthy “smog”.

No city or nation has come up with a method of effectively countering
weather inversion. The best they have done is to shut down industrial
plants which reduces smog intensity but harms economic output and does
not alter or change the inversion.

Nations that are unable to deal with city weather inversions and smog have
been convinced by the environmental lobby that they can manage climate
change. Climate change is real and ongoing. The cataclysmic climate change
the environmentalist public relations lobby thrusts at us is designed to
induce fear and encourage us to beg our government to save us without
regard to cost.

Climate change predictions have been ongoing since 1990. Over the thirty
years of dire warnings that we face cataclysmic changes as a result of global
warming, little has changed. As the various predictions have failed to
materialize, the UN Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC)
response has been to double down on dire predictions, increasing the
hysteria and to issue more alarms that failure to follow its mandates has
increased risks.

We are now warned that if Paris Accord members do not meet IPCC carbon
reduction targets immediately we are at a point of no return and global
warming cannot be stopped. Members are not on target and the IPCC will
adjust its narrative accordingly. It has done so before.

Those of us who have followed the IPCC saga from the beginning recognize
the hallmarks of a scam. The original IPCC vehicle was the Kyoto Protocol
which came into being in 1997. The UN needed countries producing 55% of
carbon emissions to ratify the protocol. Eight years later, they had not met
that target and Kyoto was due to expire in 2005. In the fall of 2004, the IPCC
made a deal with Russia to come aboard and the protocol was ratified in
2005. The deal with Russia was that the emissions of the old USSR would



2005. The deal with Russia was that the emissions of the old USSR would
be compared to those of a diminished Russia, giving the nation $ billions in
carbon credits to sell to other nations. The pollution from former satellite
nations continued undiminished.

The Kyoto protocol targets industrialized nations only and is essentially a
wealth transfer scheme designed to siphon money from industrialized
nations to the third world. Major emitters such as China and India were not
included in the protocol. In addition, nations were allowed to buy carbon
credits from nations with low emissions and thus escape penalties for failing
to meet IPCC reduction targets.

The latest version of the scheme is the Paris Climate Agreement. In 2012 the
Kyoto Protocol was extended to 2020 but was never successful. The US
has never ratified Kyoto. The Paris Agreement has even more stringent
carbon emission reduction targets but lacks the penalties in Kyoto.
Objective of the IPCC gabfest in Madrid (COP25) last fall was to agree on a
system of penalties for failing to meet Paris Agreement reduction targets. No
agreement was reached. Industrialized nations balked.

The IPCC has steadfastly refused to investigate the factors that affect
climate change. It refuses to consider any factor other then carbon
emissions. That is because their scheme does not intend to mitigate
climate change, but to transfer funds from rich to poor nations.

The useful idiots entrenched in Ottawa refuse to consider global warming
and the Paris Agreement objectively, choosing to regurgitate IPCC
warnings, impose carbon taxes on us, and send multiple millions to foreign
nations to combat climate change. That is the objective of the IPCC and
not in the interest of Canada.

Nations that cannot successfully counter weather inversions cannot effect
our climate or climate changes. The unproven IPCC theory that carbon
dioxide acts as a thermostat for global temperatures is delusional.

Our government was elected to act in the best interests of Canadians, not
in the interests of United Nations agencies. We need to call our MPs to
account for dereliction of duty.



John Feldsted 
Political commentator, consultant & strategist 
Winnipeg, Manitoba 
To subscribe to John's Newsletter: Click here

OUR READERS' COMMENTS SECTION

1. From a Reader: Sad fact[s]: What does/can Alberta do to save herself?
Leadership per-se is non-existent. Leaders learn by first following! What we
have currently is directorship. We need to give those in power a 
mandated direction -- not just be subservient to their choice of 
direction. Our Premier is capable - but - by his own admission he is a 
Federalist and obviously reasons from dictatorial Federal directions. 
Alberta cannot succeed or be saved under those kind of rules. Caution!! 
Considering our financial condition - just wait until years end and 
beyond. The 1930s will look like a kids day at the fair. There are few 
left who can recall those days - a few more of us with recollections of 
stories and conditions extending into the WW2 era. The "good old days" are
gone. I fail to understand the Federal logic - totally killing the Golden Goose.
Oh yes - these "transfusion payments" [pun intended] - guess who is at the
hog trough again? None other than our old friend BOMBARDIER??? Broke or
in need again -- looking at the Golden goose again. Yes, I agree its simple - the
eastern elite and their socialist friends are out to destroy the oil & gas sector, in
particular Alberta and what are we doing about it? There is a large element of
our population who are scared spitless about separation. Understandable but I
am bold enough to say - your fears are unfounded. Do some arithmetic friends.
Alberta's contributions are by far greater per capita than anywhere in Canada.
If those contributions were kept in our control, 
imagine what we could accomplish. THE CURRENT POWER BROKERS
WOULD HAVE TO COME TO US. There can only be one "Fair Deal" -- 
INDEPENDENCE NOW or referendum NOW -- not two years from now. The
Feds must be pushed. Alberta Pension Plan - Provincial Police - 
Provincial Firearms Officer - referendum on equalization = no 
brainers! RCMP [RNWMP] was founded as a par-military POLITICAL Police 
Force. It essentially remains the same, especially today - exercised/abused as
a political tool. Suede gloves are not the answer - diplomacy is ignored,
especially by Ottawa. Fellow Albertans - pay attention - hate to say it but
maybe brass knuckles and a bullwhip could be handy.
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2. From a Reader: This is how these Bastards operate, start with the youth in
our school system and over a generation take over without even firing a bullet.
It starts with closer examination of what these teachers of values and topics
are being taught in my opinion. Even going back further the school boards and
policy makers have almost a free rein on what goes on as the rest of us are
busy making a living etc and not watching what our plants (children ) are being
fed. I never was really aware of just how subtle the WE stuff was at the
nurturing and the capturing of the future youth vote. 
Click here

3. From a Reader: Born and raised in Calgary. I have worked hard since I was
14 yrs old. Delivered the Calgary Albertan for 3 years, worked as a stock boy at
the Hudsons Bay, worked in the kitchen of the Westgate Hotel and finally took
up a Sheet Metal apprenticeship. You could find work anywhere in 1980. Then
Old Man Trudeau screwed the west with the NEP. This forced me to find other
work outside of my 4 years of education. I know there are hundreds of others
that had to do the same. It is not right! As a proud Albertan, I have rolled with
the punches for over 50 years. I'm tired of getting screwed and close to being
out of fight. I want a better place for my Son and Daughter and their children. I
never thought I would ever consider separation, but I don't see any other way.
Mr. Kenny. We voted you in to "Drain the NDP Swamp". I urge you to fast track
and make change to the Mickey Mouse governance that I and the rest of the
Alberta population have had to live with for my generation. We deserve better.
And I truly believe you have the salt to get us out of this unfair turmoil. Please
get it done ...!

4. From a Reader: Remember the Crazy Canucks - the wonderful Canadian
alpine ski team of the 1970’s. We were so proud of them and rightfully so. They
were a credit to themselves and Canada. Now we have the “political” Crazy
Canucks 2.0. The despicable and dangerous Liberal government led by Justin
Trudeau!

ADDITIONAL READING/ VIEWING

In closing, here is additional information on the problems we are facing and the
need for us to take remedial action immediately to right our sinking ship.

1. BJORN LOMBORG: FALSE ALARM: HOW CLIMATE CHANGE PANIC
COSTS US TRILLIONS, HURTS THE POOR, AND FAILS TO FIX THE
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PLANET Click here

2. FOLLOWING THE BIG US MONEY BEHIND CANADIAN PIPELINE
PROTESTS Click here

3. WASHINGTON POST: THE WE FOUNDATION SCANDAL AGAIN
REFLECTS TRUDEAU'S ELITISM AND OBLIVIOUSNESS Click here

4. THE DECLINE IN PRODUCTION AND INVESTMENT IN CANADA'S OIL
AND GAS SECTOR AND ITS IMPACT ON THE ECONOMY Click here

5. ALBERTA REPORT SAYS CANADA CAN'T HIT PARIS CLIMATE
TARGETS WITHOUT MAJOR HIT TO JOBS AND INVESTMENT Click here

ACTION ALBERTA - WHO WE ARE

We are a group of deeply concerned, unpaid Alberta resident volunteers. Our
work is intended to educate, inform and motivate all Canadians to be visible
and vocal regarding the unequal, unfair and discriminatory treatment of Alberta
by our Federal Government. Alberta’s energy sector is the most important
driver of the Canadian economy and its health directly impacts the standard of
living of every Canadian. Unfortunately, that is not happening under our current
Federal government!

Please share this email with your contacts so we can turn this unfair,
inequitable, unjustifiable travesty around for the good of all Canadians. If you
would like to submit information or articles, please send them to me.

Thank you for ALL of your support and interest!

Robert (Bob) J. Iverach, Q.C. 
Calgary, Alberta 
biverach@mac.com

Ken Wilson 
Calgary, Alberta 
kenfwilson@icloud.com

Rick Shannon 
Calgary, Alberta
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Calgary, Alberta

Neil Bowker 
Edmonton, Alberta

If you wish to receive our emails, please email biverach@mac.com stating
"Subscribe".

If you do not wish to receive them, please email biverach@mac.com stating
"Unsubscribe", but only if you really mean it!!

If you are an elected representative of any level of Government, you have a
fiduciary responsibility and a moral obligation to hear constituent voices about
the problems facing Canada and the Canadian energy and
equalization/transfer payment crisis.

NOTE: Our website disclaimer applies to all our Action Alberta activities.
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